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O. Introduction. In this paper we study two aspects ofthc Einstein equations of 
evolution for an empty spacetime. In the first part (§§t-3) we give a simple direct 
proof that the differentiability of the Cauchy data is maintained (or short time. 
In the second part (§§4-5) we sketch how. on a suitable configuration space. 
Einstein's equations can bc considered as forced geodesics modified by terms which 
renect a moving coordinate system equipped with its own system of clocks. Both 
of these topics will be presented in more detail elsewhere [15]. [11]. 
Let n be a bounded open domain in R J. let ,,..(x
'
), (x') e n c: R). 0 S p., v ~ 3. 
I ~ ; ~ 3. be a Lorentz metric of signature (-. +, +. +), and let (.(xi) be a 
symmetric 2-covariant tensor field on n. The first proof that Cauchy data 
(tll.tXt l,..(x
'
)) of Sobolev class (H'. H'- I). S ~ 4, evolves for small time into a 
Ricci zero (R". = 0) spacetime 8,..(t. x') which is also of class H' was given by 
Choquet-Bruhat (3), (4), based on earlier work by herself [1], and Lichnerowicz 
[21]. Her method of proof is to normalize the Ricci tensor by using harmonic 
coordinates so that thc resulting system is a quasilinear strictly hyperbolic system 
(no multiple characteristics). The result then follows by quoting a theorem of 
Leray [20. p. 230) about quasilinear strictly hyperbolic systems. as modified by 
Dionne [7. p. 82]. Leray's original version of the theorem loses a derivative (i.e., 
H' Cauchy data only has an H'- I evolution). but Dionne remedies this defect. 
Our method of proof is based on a simple observation; namely. the Ricci tensor 
in harmonic coordinates can be reduced to a quasilinear symmetric hyperbolic 
first order system of the form 
AO(II)oll/ct = A'(II}OII/OX
' 
+ 8(11). 
where II and B(u) are 50 component column vectors. A °(11) and A '(11) are symmetric. 
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and AO(u) is positive-definite. This observation is inspired by the well-known fact 
that any single second order hyperbolic equation can be reduced to a firs! order 
symmetric hyperbolic system. 
Let g2~(I. x) be an H'·solution of R", = 0 with given Cauchy data. Because of 
the form in variance of the system R", = O. gu. = (i!x2/aj"Hcx~/fx')g.11 is also an 
H'·solution of R". = 0, if x-(.'(") is an H" + '-coordinate transformation. By arra ng-
ing so that j2(X") is the identity in a neighborhood of the spacelike hypersurface 
f = O.gll' has the same Cauchy data as g",. Hence solutions to the Cauchy problem 
cannot be functionally unique. However. we prove a uniqueness theorem thai 
says the evolution is unique up to the H"+ I-isometry class of the spacetime. 
This result sharpens, by one degree of differentiability. the uniqueness theorem 
stated in [3]. 
In (15) we shall show how our existence and uniqueness theorems can be ob-
tained intrinsically for arbitrary manifolds. not necessarily compact. in the class of 
metrics for which the space-manifold is complete. and which satisfies sUllahlc: 
asymptotic conditions. 
In §§4-S we consider in what sense Einstein's equations in 3-dimensional form 
are a Lagrangian system of the classical form kinetic energy minus potential energy. 
We show how on a suitable configuration space (the manifold './ x ./1 I. the 
evolution equations are a degenerate dynamical system. Various terms in the 
Einstein system are given a geometrical explanation. In particular. the central 
role played by certain Lie derivative terms in the presence of a shift \'ector field 
is shown to be analogous to the space-body transitions of hydrodynamics (see 
Ebin-Marsden [9)) or the rigid body (see Marsden-Abraham [23]). These results 
are a geometrical reinterpretation of the basic work of Arnowitt-Deser-Misner 
[1]. DeWitt [6] and Wheeler (29]. 
We thank D. Ebin, H. Lewy, P. Lax. M. Protter. R. Sachs, and A. Taub for a 
variety of helpful suggestions. 
I. Existence of an H"·spacetlme for (H', H"- I) Cauchy data. For empty space 
relativity, one searches for a Lorentz metric g".(r, Xi) whose Ricci curvature 
R". is zero: i.e .• g",.(t. Xi) must satisfy the system 
( 
~!l2) I :12 I :ll I ~2 i cg,,,. t· gIl'· _ 2~ lJ gIl' -/1 ( g"~ .~ (' g .. R".t.x·g"'·!l2·:I':I~ --2- g !I.:lP-2- g ~+2-g -;:,J-;.-.. l'X uX (IX uX ,·X "x ,x (X 1.\ 
I .~ il~g211 (cg",,) 
+ 2 g Ox/J ex" + H". ~", .• ex' 
=0 
where HI .. (g" •• (lg".loxO) is a rational combination of gIl' and ("'g", 'i~'(' with 
denominator det gIl' :#: O. Note that the contravariant tensor g'" is a rational 
combination of the g,,:s with denominator det gIl' :F O. 
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Let G,.. = R,.. - !g,..R be the Einstein tensor. where R = gSIR.6 is the scalar 
curvature. Then. as is well known. G~ contains only first order lime derivatives of 
R" ... Thus G~(O. x') can be computed from the Cauchy data g".(O. x') and og,,).O. X')/Ot 
alone. and therefore G~(O. Xi) = 0 is a necessary condition on the Cauchy data in 
order that a spacetime g".(t. Xi) have the given Cauchy data and satisfy Gil' = 0. 
which is equivalent to R,.. == O. 
The existence part of the Cauchy problem for the system R,.. = 0 is as follows: 
Let (g ... (x;~ k",.(Xi» be Cauchy data of class (H'(n~ H'-I(O)~ s ~ 4, such that 
(;~(Xi) = O. LeI 0 0 be a proper subdomain. no c 0. Find an £ > 0 and a spacetime 
g".(I. xiI. I'I < £. (Xi) e 0 0 c O.'1uch thaI 
(a) g".(t. Xi) is H' jointly in (t • . ~i) e (- £" £) x 0 0 , 
(b) (g",(O. x'), og".(O. x')/at) = (g".(x').l,..(x
'
)). and 
(c) 8 ... (1. x') has zero RiC"ci curvalure. 
The system R ... = 0 is a quasilinear system often second order partial differential 
equations for which the highest order terms involve mixing of the components of 
the system. As it stands. there are no known theorems about partial differential 
equations which can be applied to resolve the Cauchy problem. However. as was 
first noted in 1922 by Lanczos [18] (and in fact in 1916 by Einstein himself for the 
linearized equations [10]) the Ricci tensor simplifies considerably in harmonic 
coordinates. i.e .• in a coordinate system (x") for which the contracted Christoffel 
symbols vanish. P = r6r:, = O. (For the existence of such a coordinate system 
for an arbitrary Lorentz metric see Theorem 3.3.) In fact. an algebraic computation 
shows that 
I I e2g". I or I or 
R". = - 2 r eX- (l.~' + 2 g,.. ax" + 2 g" ax" + H,.. 
so that in a coordinate system for which f" ... 0, 
R,.. = R~~: = _!~6(o2g",lor ax') + H" ... 
The operator -!r'(il2/ih" llx6 ) operates the same way on each component of the 
system gIl' so that there is no mixing in the highest order derivatives. Thus the 
normalized system R~": = 0 is considerably simpler than the full system. In fact. 
the system R~"~ == 0 has only simple characteristics so that R~'~ '"" 0 is a strictly 
hyperbolic system. 
The importance of the use of harmonic coordinates and of the system R~~ = 0 is 
based on the fact that it is sufficient to solve the Cauchy problem for R~".J = 0; this 
remarkable facl discovered by Foures-Bruhat [%] is based on the observation that 
the condition ("(Xi) == g~6(Xi)t:'(Xi) = 0 is propagated off the hypersurface r = 0 (or 
solutions gil' of R!~' = O. This is established in the next lemma. 
J. J. LEMMA. Let (t,..(x'), r.,.~(XI)) be of Sobo/ev class (H', H'- I) on Q, s > !n + 2. 
n = 3. and suppose thaI (t,..,(x
'
). ~,..(Xl)) salisfies 
r--
\ 
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(a) t"(x i ) = O. 
(bl (j~(.~il = o. 
If g,,,(l • . ~).I" < f.. X e 0 0,00 a proptr subdomain, no c o. ;.~ un H'·.\oluI;(m 01 
(g",(O, x), cgll,(O, Xli"" = ('tll.(.~il. kllo(x i )). 
R~~I = - ig,p((,2gll ./i'x· ex" + H",. = O. 
Ihtn P(I, Xl, = Ofor III < f.. X e 0 0 , 
PROOF. The case s> tn + 2 is treated in [14]; here we assume s > ~n + ~. 
Let gll,(I. x') satisfy (a~ (b) and R~~ = O. Then a straightforward computation 
shows that pel, Xi) = g~Il(I, xl)f:,(l, Xi) satisfies iJP(O, Xi)/I"'!1 = O. From 0'" o. = 0 
(where I' means covariant derivative) and R~~~ = 0. P is shown to satisfy the 
system of linear equations 
., 02f" A'''( ,,0 01",) or - 0 
g ox· ax' + • g"" g 'ox" ox' - . 
This linear system can be reduced to a linear first order symmetric hyperhohc 
system for which a uniqueness and existence theorem holds. This is exactly analo· 
gous to Theorems 1.2 and 3.1 below. But from the uniqueness for this sy'tem. 
P(O. Xi) = 0 and ap(O, Xi)/ot = 0 imply P(I, Xi, = O. • 
According to the lemma, an H$-solution of R~": = 0 with prescribed Cauchy 
data is also a solution of R,,> = 0 (since f"(" x) = 0 - R~~I = R".I, provided thai 
the Cauchy data satisfies (a) t" = 0 and (b) ~~ = O. As mentioned above (bl i, a 
necessary condition on the Cauchy data for a solution g".(t. xl to satisfy R,,, = O. 
Jr(al is not satisfied, then a set of Cauchy data can be found whose evolution under 
R~": = 0 leads to an H'-spacetime which by an H'· l-coordinate transformation 
gives rise to a spacetime with the original Cauchy data (see Fischer-Marsden [14j). 
From the theorem of Dionne concerning quasilinear strictly hyperbolic system, 
[7] and Lemma 1.1, Choquet-Bruhat [3], (4) concludes that Cauchy data of cia!>!> 
(H', H,-I, has an H'-time evolution. We prove this result directly by reducing Ihe 
strictly hyperbolic system R!".1 = 0 to a quasilinear symmetric hyperbolic first 
order system. Aside from the practical nature of putting the Einstein evolution 
equations in this form (systems of this type are very well understood: the Cauchy 
problem has a simple resolution in this form), there is the aesthetic value of bringing 
relativity into a form which uniformly governs most other equations of mathe-
matical physics, such as Maxwell's equations, the Dirac equation, the Lundquist 
equations of magnetohydrodynamics, Euler's equations for 8 compressible fluid. 
and the equations describing the motion of elastic bodies. 
1.2. THEOREM. Let n be on open boundtd domain in R3 wi,h 00 a propl!r .nth,/umai", 
no c n. and leI (t,,~(xl, k,,~(x)), (.t i ) e Q, 0 ~ p, v ::;; 3. I ::;; ; ;:i 3, bt ~r Sobolt·,. dus!i 
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(H', W- I), S ~ 4. Suppose that tjl(x') = 0 and li:(x) = O. Then there exists an 
I: > 0 and a unique Lorentz metric 8".(1, x), It, < t, (x') e no such that 
(1) 8".(t, Xi) is jointly of class H', 
(2) R~~(t, Xi) = 0, 
(3) (g".(O. x'), og".(O. x')/Ot) = (t".(x'), ~".(x')). 
From Lemma 1.1, this B".(t, x') also satisfies R".(I, x') «= O. Moreo,·er, g".(t, x') 
dtpends continuously on (I".(x'»)".(x')) in Ihe (H', H,-I) topology. If (I".(xI), 
k,..(xi » ;s of class (CCKl, COO) on n. Ihtn 8".(1, xl) Is Coo for aliI for which the solution 
exists. 
Note. The case s = 4 is delicate and is treated in [14]. Here we assume s ~ s. 
In [14J we also give a complete discussion for the case of spatial asymptotic 
conditions. 
PROOF. The system R~fI~ = 0 is reduced to a first order system by introducing the 
I~ new unknowns k". = og"./(lt and the thirty new unknowns g" •. , = og"./oxl 
t1,d considering the quasilinear first order system of fifty equations: 
(Q) 
('lgu./ilt = k"., 
ok 
g/j(OB" •. ,/ot) = g'i 0;'" 
00 ok". 2 OJ ok". ,J 08" •. , 2H k ) 
- B Tr = g iJxi + 8 iJxj - ".(g"., g" •. " " •. 
We are considering H". as a polynomial in 8" •. 1 and k". and rational in B". with 
denominator det g,.. #: o. At first. we extend our initial data to all of Rl, say to 
equal the Minkowski metric outside a compact set, and consider the system (Q) 
on Rl. Note that the Cauchy data need not satisfy the constraints a~ = 0 during 
the transition. 
The matrix gii has inverse gjl - (gj08.0/Boo) (i.e .. g,j(gji - (gjoBiO/goO)) = 6L) so 
that the second set of thirty equations c~n be inverted to give 
(1) i.Ig,. •• ,/iJt = ok,..Iox'. 
For g". of class C 2• (1) implies 
g,. •. ; = og"./ox', 
so that the system (Q) is equivalent to R!f'.' = O. 
Let 
(8".) u = g" •. , kIf. 
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be a fifl~ component column vector. where g .... r is listed a!> 
• 
g33.3 
0 10 = 10 x 10 zero matrix. /10 = 10 x 10 identity matrix. and let A"/u, = 
AO(g" •• g",.,. k".l and Ai(g" •• g" •. ,. k".l be the 50 x 50 matrices given by 
/10 0 10 0 10 0 10 01" 
0 10 gil/1O gl2/IO gl3/IO 0 10 
AO(g" •• gu •. ,. k".1 = 0 10 gllJlO g22/10 g23[10 0 10 
010 gl3/IO g23/IO gll[10 010 
0 10 010 0 10 010 _gOO/III 
010 010 010 010 010 
010 0 10 010 010 gil/1O 
Ai(gll" g" •• ,. k".) = 0 10 010 010 010 gil/1O 
0 10 010 0 10 0 10 gi3 / 10 
0 10 gl)/IO gl)/IO g3J[10 2gJO / 10 
and let B(g" •• g" •. ,. k".) be the fifty component column vector given by 
( 
k". ) 
B(g" •• g" •. ;. kll .) = 030 
- 2H".(g" •• g" •. i' k".l 
where 030 is the thirty component zero column vector. 
Note that AO(u) and Ai(u) are symmetric, and that AO(u) is positive-definite if 
gil' has Lorentz signature. A direct verification shows that the first-order quasi-
linear symmetric hyperbolic system 
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AO(u)(ilu/ot) = Ai(U)(iJu/cxi ) + B(II) 
is just the system (Q). From Theorem 2.1 and its generalizations proven below, we 
conclude that for Cauchy data 
(
i",,(X'») 
u(x') = i,. •. ,(x') 
I",,(x') 
of Sobolev class HS - , ,s - I > in + 2, there exists an t > 0 and a solution 
(
g""(I' xI)~ 
u/t. Xi) = g".)t. x') 
k .. ,,(I, x') 
of class H' - I. By Sobolev's lemma. u(t. Xi) is also of class C l • and so, by the second 
set of equations of (Q~ g"".i = (1g,,0/ox'. Since (g"o." kll") = (og""/O)(.I.og,,JiJt) is 
of class HS- I, g".(t. Xi) is in fact of class H'. The continuous dependence of the 
solutions on the initial data follows from the general theory below. 
To recover the result for the domain 0 from the result for R", we can use the 
standard domain of dependence arguments: see Courant-Hilbert [5]. 
Since 0 is bounded, (t" •. '".) of class Ca.· implies that the solution is in the inter-
section of all the Sobolev spaces and hence is C ... : again we are using a general 
regularity result about symmetric hyperbolic systems. 
From Lemma 1.1. the g".(I. Xi) so found satisfy the field equations R", = O. 
For the case in which the Cauchy data does not satisfy t"(xi ) = 0, see [14]. I 
Although g".(t. Xi) is a unique solution of R~·! = 0, with prescribed Cauchy data. 
it is not a unique solution of R,.. = o. We return to this point in §3. 
2. First order quaslllnear symmetric hyperbolic systems. The theory of linear 
first order symmetric hyperbolic systems is due to Friedrichs [17] with some simpli-
fying modifications by Lax (19). The essential ideas for handling quasilinear 
equations appear in Schauder [25J. Frankl [16J. and Petrovskii [24]. Friedrichs 
[17. p. 352J mentions that these ideas can be used to prove the unique existence 
of a solution for a quasilinear first order symmetric hyperbolic system. and it is 
again mentioned in Courant-Hilbert (5. p. 675]. but we have been unable to find 
the details of a complete treatment in the literature. Here we shall outline the 
methods for RIO and present an intrinsic version for manifolds elsewhere [IS]. The 
basic idea is to find energy type estimates. use the contraction mapping principle 
to find an HI- I-solution. and then show that this H·-I-solution is in fact H'. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let H'(R", R"') denote the H' maps from R" 10 Rill. and leI 
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.g' c H'(Rn, R"') bean open subset. LettS > O,andjor(t,x,u)EI-cS,c51 x R")C 11'. 
let Ai(t. x, u) be a symmetric m x m matrix, and let B(t. x, u) be an m-componfnt 
column vecIor. Suppose thaI Ail', x, u). and B(t, x, ut are H'-junctions oj(t. ;(), and an' 
rational junctions oj u with nonzero denominators. (More genera II)'. one could 11\1' 
Sobo/el"s "condition T" on compositions of H' junctions [D).) 
Gil'etl Uo E :jI', S > in + 2, there is an r. > 0, r. < cS, and a unique u(t. x). 1'1 < I: • 
. ~ E R", which is H' in (t. x) and which satisfies 
u(t. x) = uo(x). 
ou/ot = A'(t. x. u){ou/ox') + B(t, x, u). 
Moreover, the solution u(t, x) depends continuously on Uo in the H'-topology. 1/ 
Ai(t, X. u) and B(t, x, u) arejunctions oj(t, x) in n,>lIll + lH'«( - t, t) x R") Clnd "II i.\ ill 
n.>n/l" lH'(R"). then u(t, x) is in n,>./2+ lH,(( -to t) x R"). 
Note. For the above applications. we should replace ou/at by AOlt. x. U}tu,,", 
where AO is a symmetric positive-definite matrix. Here we consider the case 
s> in + 2; the case s> in + J is obtained in [14]. Moreover, 2.1 can be gener-
alized to the case in which the coefficients and the Cauchy data satisfy asymptotic 
conditions. This case is more delicate and is discussed following the proor of the 
present theorem. 
PROOF. Let II II, denote the H'-norm for functions u:R" -. Rn, in '/I'. Let E dennl~ 
the set of continuous curves 00:[ -tS. tS) - ~' such that 00(0) = Ito and Ilwlt) - 1111 , 
~ 1, -lJ ~ I ~ lJ. Thus E is a complete metric space. and we want to define a mal" 
I:E- Eby 
j(w){1) = Uo + I A'(s, X,w(s, x)) o~/j(w)(s.x)ds + f~ BI.~.x.fl)(.~,."(lId,\ 
where the integration is done as a curve in H'- I. From the linear theory of first 
order symmetric hyperbolic systems. it follows that for lJ sufficiently small there is a 
unique such mappingj:E - E.lndeed. for we E,lhe unique solution 'Jfthe linear 
system 
ufO) = Uo 
(I) 
OU/OI = Ai(t, x. w)(ou/ox') + B(t, x. (0) 
is exactly jew). Moreover. from the usual Leray estimates of the linear theory Ise.e 
Courant-Hilbert [5. p. 671)). it is easy to show that for wEE and for u satisrying til. 
there is a constant P independent of~, 00, and u such that lIu(l)ll. ~ 1.'/1"' .. 110 I ,. Thu!. 
/maps E to E. 
Let F denote the completion of E in the Hs-I-norm. We remark that F is. by the 
Rellich-Garding theorem, a compact set. although we shall not need this fact. 
Next we nOle that for ~ sufficiently smaJ~ /: E - E is a contraction in the W- 1-
norm. i.e .. ror WI' Wl E E, there exists a k.O < k < I, such that 
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This follows from the estimates 
11/(w.) - l(wz)II.-. ~ f~ IIA'(s. x.w.(s, x» iJ~' l(w.)(s. x) 
- A'(s. x, wz(s. x)) ~iJ I l(wz)(s, X)II ds 
vX ._1 
+ f~ IIB(s.x,f(wl)(s.x» - B(s.x,f(wz)(s.x»II,_. ds 
and 
iiAi(S. X. WI) c~j I(Wl) - A'(s. x, (2) iJ~' I(W2)IL. 
(2) ~ IIAO(t, x. WI) iJ~' (f(w.) - I(W1nll._, 
+ \lAI(t. x, wd iJ~' l(w2) - A'(t. x, (1) iJ~' I(W2)11.- I. 
The first term in (2) is handled as in the proof of the energy estimates; the second 
term is bounded by c.llwl - w211.- .111(w1)II, (C •• C2' Cl are constants). Thus 
sur. 11/(w.) - l(w2)11.-. ~ C2 SUD 111(w.) - I(W2)11.-. 
-6< <, -6<'<' 
from which ( 1 ) follows. 
Thus I extends to a contraction on the complete metric space F so by the con· 
traction mapping principle 1 has a unique fixed point, a solution in H,-I to the 
quasi linear system we are studying. Since 1 depends continuously on "0' so does 
the fixed point. We remark that the original argument ofSchauder used compact· 
ness of F and the Schauder fixed-point theorem. P. Lax has pointed out that the 
above contraction argument can be replaced by the extraction of a weakly con· 
vergent sequence in L 2• and using H'·boundedness, to deduce convergence in 
Hi, k < s. This again yields a solution in H'- I. 
Finally we show that the solution u(t. x) in H'- I is in fact in H'. The trick is to 
look at the differential equation satisfied by the second spatial derivative of II, the 
solution found in H'- I. Now 
ou/ot g A'(t, x. uHiJu/ax') + B(t, x, II) 
so if Du is the first differential of u, 
3111 
(3) 
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c"' 
+ A'II . . l. 1.11:... -, Du + DBII . . l. ul t','!; 
where D2 A; and DJA ' are the partial derivatives with respect to the secund and 
third variables. respectively. H we consider (3) a1> a linear equation in the unk nown 
.. = Du of the form 
h'cr = A/lilrii\'!;I, + c·(" + D 
then we must treat DJAi(r. x. u)(tiu/tixi ) as a coefficient. However, since 1.1 is only 
H' - I. culex; is only H' -1. However. if we differentiate again it is easy to see that 
\\. = D1u satisfies 
owlet = A/(ew/oxi ) + C· W + fj 
where now ,4'. r. Dare H' - ~-functions Ii DII.'t-x' is. for example. taken to be pari 
of Dlu). The reason is just that second derivatives do not occur multiplied together 
as the first ones did. Now if s > !n + 3, the coefficients are in H'. r = .~ - 2 > in + I. 
so by the linear theory w which is initially in H,-l remains in H,-l. Hence u reo 
mains in W. (However one only needs s > !n + 2 here by using the fact that only 
the lower order terms are affected and r> in: see below. 
This argument also shows that the map un .... 1.1, is continuous in /I' and nlll 
merely in H' - '. Moreover. if the coefficients A'(t. x. u~ and BIr, x. 1.1) are smooth. 
then the same argument shows that if we have a solution in H' whose initial 
condition is in H"· I then in fact the solution is in H'+ I (as long as it is defined 
in H'~ Hence smooth initial conditions remain smooth. I 
Now in our application. we are considering a system of the form 
AOU, x. u)(ou/or) = Ai(r, x, u)(ouloxi ) + B(r. x. 1.1), 
This case may be handled as follows. We assume as above that AO. AI and Bare 
H'-functions. By using the technique above. we are led to consider first the linear 
case. We proceed as in [5] to reduce to the case AO = ld. by writing AO = TT· 
and letting (. :;: T-I U . However. in the case that AO depends on r. x in an H' 
manner. this modifies the B term by replacing it by an H' - I term. 
Without further conditions on the A'(I, x~ Cauchy data 1.10 of class H' need 
only have a time evolution 1.1(1, x) of class H,-I. For example. if AiU. x) :;: O. 
B(I. x) = B(x~ then au/at = B(x}u can be integrated explicitly to give 
1.111. xl = t'BI~'UO(:~I. For B(x) of class H'- 1.1.1(1. x) need only be of class H'- I. 
The appropriate condition on the matrices Ai(l. x) can be found from the follow-
ing standard lemma (rom perturbation theory [30]. 
2.2. LEMMA. Ler F be a Banach space. D A c: F a dense domain. and A : D A c: F - F 
~. ( 
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a linear operator which is a generator. LeI B:F - F be a bounded operator. Then 
A + B:D A c F - F is a generator whose domain is exactly D A' 
Thinking of F as H" - I·functions, D A as H'.functions, and B: F - F as multiplica-
tion by an H,-I matrix, we see that DA will be the domain of the closure of the 
operator A = A1(O/CXi ) from H' to H'- I. In concrete examples like 3.1 below, the 
domain orthis operator is not hard to work out. Thus in the symmetric hyperbolic 
case. where we know that A is a generator, we know that solutions to the full system 
with a B term which is H'-' will remain in D A if they start out in that set. 
The same remarks remain valid in the quasilinear case; that is, if A' is H' and B 
is H'- 1 then solutions which start out in D A will remain there. In both this and the 
linear case. it is important to realize that the H' energy estimates fail, and so the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 as given breaks down. This failure occurs because in esti-
mating derivatives of order s of the 8 term, one runs into H' for r < in and the 
requisite ring structure of Hi is no longer available. However, one can use the H'- '. 
estimates, and the regularity argument of Theorem 2.1 together with the linear 
theory Lemma 2.2. In addition to applications of Lemma 2.2 to quasi linear systems, 
in the next section we shall also need to consider the linear first order symmetric 
hyperbolic systems AO(t, x)(ou/ot) = Ai(t. x)(iJu/ox') + B(t, x)· u where AO(t, x) &lid 
Ai(t, x) are of class H' in (r, x) but B(t, x) is only of class H'- '. 
3. Uniqueness for the Einstein equations. In this section we show that any two 
H'-spacetimes which are Ricci flat and which have the same Cauchy data are 
related by an H'· I·coordinate transformation. The key idea is to show that any 
H'·spacetime when expressed in harmonic coordinates is also of class H'. This in 
turn is based on an old result of Sobolev [28]; namely, that solutions to the wave 
equation with (H', H'- I) coefficients preserve (H'" I, H') Cauchy data. We can 
give an easy proof of this result by using Lemma 2.2 and the well-known result that 
any single second order hyperbolic equation can be reduced to a system of sym· 
metric hyperbolic equations. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let ("'o(x). tiJoCx)) be of Soboler' class (8'+ I, H') on R3. Then there 
exists a unique ",(t, x) of class HI+ J that satisfies 
(",(0. x). 01/1(0, x)/ot} = ("'oCx). "'o(x)), 
g"·Ct, x)(o2"'lox" ox·) + bll{l, x)(o",/ox") + c(t. x)'" = 0 
where g"·Ct. x) is a Loretllz metric of class H., b"(l, x) a vector field of class H,-I, and 
£'(t. x) is of class HS- J. 
PROOF. As in the proof or Theorem 1.2, this single equation can be reduced to a 
first order symmetric hyperbolic system 
AOCt. x)(ou/ot) = Ai(t, x)(ou/iJx') + 8(1, xl' u 
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where AO(I. x) and A'(" x) are of class HI, 8(1. :~) is of class HI - I. and u is the 5 
component column vector 
u = (:.,). 
1/1.0 
In fact the AO and A' are exactly as in Theorem 1.2 with 0 10 - 0 and 110 - I and 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
B(I, x) = 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
c(I,x) bl(t. x) b1CI. x) bJCt, x) bOCt, xl 
Regard A = A' a/ex' as a densely defined operator on H' - I with domain H'. 
A simple check using positive-definiteness of g,) (ellipticity of the operator 
gii(c'2Icxi ex))) shows that the conditions of Lemma 2.2 on the A' are met ..... ith 
the domain of A = cl(A'C;cx') in H' - 1 being at least as large as H' - 1 Gl H' <±> II' 1 
on the three blocks of u. Thus if uo is in D ". then 
U=(:'i) 
1/1.0 
remains in DA• which means that 1/1 is H' + 1 in x and H' in I. From the differential 
equation itself we see that in fact'" is also H'· I in I. I 
We remark that this proof "works" because we use the symmetric hyperbolic 
system in u and thus the coefficients need only be of class H', H ' - I. 
From Theorem 3.1. we can now prove that when one transforms an HI-space-
time to harmonic coordinates. it stays H'. 
3.2. THEOREM. Lei g".(t. x) be an H'-spacetime. Then there exisls an H'·I_ 
coordinate transformalion fA(X") such that 
- -A _ o~ -A iixl -.t "C-A g".(x ) - OX" (x ) OX. (x )gal/(x x » 
;s an H'-spacelime with r"(i, xl = ga1r:,(i. x) = O. 
PROOF. To find XA(X") consider the wave equation 
01/1 = - gS/I(c21/1lrx' ex'l + ~l/r;s(i'I/Ilcx"l = o. 
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and let i(I, .'() be the unique solution of the wave equation with Cauchy data 
1(0, x) = 0, oi(O, xl/ol = I, and let X'(I, xl be the unique solution of the wave 
equation with Cauchy data 
oi(O, xl/ol = O. 
For g/lY of class H'. P is of class H'- I. so by Theorem 3.1, ;(1, x) and ill, xl are 
H'· I·functions and in fact by the inverse function theorem for H'·functions. 
(i(I. xl. i(l. xl) is an H'· I diffeomorphism in a neighborhood of t = O. 
Since OXIl(r. xl = 0 is an invariant equation, 
a2 -,. 0·" 
0- -" - -.p x ;;lI6r' X - ;;allrll 0 X - - g OX .. ox' + 6 -,. oxY - 6 -,. == 
in the barred coordinate system, so x" is a system of harmonic coordinates. II 
As a simple consequence of Theorem 3.2 we have the following uniqueness 
result for the Einstein equations: 
3.3. THEOREM. LeI g".(I, x) and g,..(I. xl be IWO H'·spacetimes with zero Ricci 
tensor and such Ihal (g/l.(O •. '(1. og".(O. xl/ot) = (gll.(O. xl, og"JO, xl/Ol). Then g,..(t. x) 
and g".(I. xl are related by an HJ+ I·coordinate change in a neighborhood oft = O. 
PROOF. From Theorem 3.2 there exist H'+ l-coordinate transformations 
y"(XIl) and ''''(XII) such that the transformed metrics (iJX-/iJY')(ox'/oy·)g" and 
(oxa/(}Y'Hox'/iJV)illll satisfy R~~ = O. Since the Cauchy data for I ... and gllY a~ 
equal the transformed metrics also have the same Cauchy data. By the uniqueness 
part of Theorem 1.2. (ox"/iJY')(ox'/oy·lgall = (iJxa/or)(ox'/oy·ri .. ,. Since the 
composition of Hs+ I-coordinate changes is also H'· I, ill' is related to g., by an 
H' + l-coordinate change in a neighborhood of I = O •• 
4. The Einstein system on the manifold ..1(. We now consider a dynamical 
formulation of general relativity from the 3-dimensional point ofview of Arnowitt. 
Oeser and Misner [I]. DeWitt (6]. and Wheeler [29]. All tensor fieldS, such as 
g. k. X are referred to a fixed oriented smooth 3-dimensional manifold M. 
Let 
..I( = Riem(M) = manifold of all smooth Riemannian metrics (positive-
definite) on M; 
Sl(MI = the linear space of all smooth symmetric 2-covariant tensor fields on 
M;and 
!} = Diff(MI = the group of smooth orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms 
ofM. 
In the dynamical formulation of general relativity, one is concerned with the 
evolution of initial Cauchy data (g. h) e j( x Sl(M) on some 3-dimensional 
hypersurface M of a yet to be constructed Ricci-flat (vacuum) spacetime V4 • 
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As one is Interested in finding the evolution g, of Riemannian metrics only up to the 
isometry class :(11,- I )-g,ll1, E [/} of g, (here ('1,- I)_ is the "push forward" of covariant 
tensor fields). the evolution is determined only up to an arbitrary curve '1, e './ wilh 
'10 = the identity diffeomorphism. In other words. only the orbit class or geomclr~ 
of g, is determined (see DeWiu [6] and Fischer [IIJ for the structure of the orbit 
space ,.If jY). Moreo~er. one is free to specify on M an arbitrary system of clock 
rates. 
These degeneracies are reflected in the evolution equations as follows: 
THE EINSTEIN SYSTEM. Let (t.k) E ,.If x S2(M) sati~r}' the con.~traints: 
~(k - g(Tr k)) = O. i{(Trk)l - k'k) + 2R(gl = O. 
Let X, be an arbitrary time-dependent veCfor field on M (the shift vector /If!ldll1lJd 
N, un arhirrar}' time-deptndent scalar field on M (the lapse /u",'rion) such rhul 
N,(ml > O. 
N~ -IIXoW > 0 /oral1(t.mleR x M. 
The problem is to find a curve (g,.k,'e . .If x SliM) which ::.urisfjes the ewlullIlII 
equati()n.~ 
cg,/ot ;: N,k, - Lx,g,. 
iJk,/or = N,S.,(k,) - 2N, Ric(g,1 + 2 Hess(N,) - Lx,k,. 
and whic'h has initial conditions (go. kol = (k. h 
Our notation is the following: 
~k = divergence of k = (~k), = - kf", 
Tr k = Trace k = g'ik,) = k:. 
k . k = dot product for symmetric tensors = kiF). 
k x k = cross product for symmetric tensors = kilk~. 
S.(k) = k x k - !(Tr k)k = ki,k~ - i(x"'~k",~lkiJ' 
IIXll l = norm of X = gijX'Xi. 
Lx,g, = {Lie derivative of g, with respect to the time-dependent vector field X,: 
= Xiii + Xiii (IJ = covariant derivative with respect to the time-dependent 
metric). 
Lx,k, = Lie derivative of k, = X'k'JIl + ki,X'1J + ki,X'Ii' 
Ric(g,) = (Ricci curvature tensor formed from g,) = R'J = r:I ., - rt", + njn, - rl.nr 
R(g,) = scalar curvature = R!. 
Hess(N) = Hessian of N = double covariant derivative = N"'r 
In the case that we choose N, = I and X, = 0, the proper configuration space 
for the Einstein system is the manifold .11. We equip .It with a metric ~. referred 
to as the DeWitt metric'. by selling for g E.At. 
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~«: T,.A x T,..If ::: S2(M) x SlIM) - R. 
rg.(h. kl = L (CTr h)(Tr k) - h· k)p, 
where p, = (del g)lIl d."(' /'\ dx l /'\ dx l is the usual volume element. 
The following is a straightforward computation (see [12]): 
4.1. PROPOSITION. The Lagrangian LoCg. h) = ! ~r(h. h) ;s nondegenerate and 
the a.~sodated Lagrangian t'ector field exists and is given by the second order system 
08,/Ot = k,. (Z) 
iJk,/ot = k, x k, - !<Tr k,)k, - ~«((Tr k,}2 - k,' k,lg,. 
For each (t. k) t: J( x S2(M) there exists a unique smooth curoe(g,. k,)t: J( x SlIM) 
defined for short time with initial conditions (go. ko) = (t. k, and which satisfies eZ). 
Now one adds a potential term to Lo; set 
L(g. k) = ! !§,(k. k} - 2 L R(g)"u 
where R(g) is the scalar curvature of g. Adding this potential term adds a gradient 
term to the equations of motion. For the potenlial V = 2IMN R(g)p. (where N is a 
positive scalar on M included for later use). a computation gives 
- grad V = - 2N(Ric(g) - iR(g)g) + 2 Hess(N). 
where the gradient has been computed with respect to the DeWitt metric. Using 
the pointwise conservation law !((Tr k)l - k . k) + 2R(g) = 0 (see [12]). we have 
4.2. PROPOSITION. (g,. k,) E J( x S lIM) L~ an integral curve of the second order 
system determined by L = !!§.(k. k) - 2IM R(g)p. iff 
og,/iJt = k,. 
og,/ol = S"Ck,) - 2 Ric(g,). 
Eardley. Liang. and Sachs [8) have given conditions for which the velocity terms 
S,(k) dominate the Ric(g) term (for example near a singular hypersurface) so that 
the latter can with some justification be neglected. In this case the integral curves 
can be given explicitly. and are the geodesics of ..II with respect to the metric ~. 
5. The evolution equations with a shift vector field and space-body transitions. 
Now suppose we consider the equations with an arbitrary shift vector field X,. 
We assert that there is a simple method for solving these equations if the solution 
for X = 0 is known. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. LeI g,. k, be a solut;on of the Einsrein sysrem with N = 1. X = O. 
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Then gil'en X, we construct ilsflo .... '1,. Then the Solulion o/the Einstein system wilh 
N = I. shift X,. and the same initial conditions go, ko is given by 
1(, = ('1,- I)_ k, . 
PROOF, The extra terms involving the Lie derivatives are picked up as follows: 
ok,l(lt = ('1,- 1 )-((lk,/ol) - L x'('1,- I )-k, 
= (",- 1 )-(S,,(k,) - 2 Ric(g,I) - Lx,/(, 
= S;,(I(,) - 2 Ric(g,) - Lx,~" 
where we have used the fact that o('1,-I)-k/(" = -LX,('1,-')-k. Iil 
Proposition 5.1 shows that even though the evolution equations with a shifl 
involve extra terms which are nonlinear and involve derivatives. the more general 
system can be solved merely by solving an ordinary differential equation: namely. 
by finding the flow of X,. 
In order to take into account the shift vector field X, we enlarge the configuration 
space..l( to £) x "I{. For" e 9, it is easy to see that T.P is the set of maps X .. '1 
where X is a vector field on M. The lagrangian of the preceding section is tranlo-
ferred to [/ x .If by setting. for ('1. g) e!J' x .If. 
f: r,,!? x T,.A - R. 
(X 0 "I. h) - t!§, (h + Ld. h + Lxg) - 2 L R(g'Il.· 
We observe that for ..t e R. A .;. O.l:(AX 0 "I. Ah) = ,l2 L(X 0 "I. h) so that [ is 
quadratic in the velocities (X 0 "I. h). On T .1(, of course. this is not true. 
On T(!i x .If). r. is. roughly speaking. degenerate in the direction of '..I. Thl!-. 
degeneracy has the effect of introducing some ambiguity into the equations of 
motion, which is, however, precisely removed by the specification of a curve 
'l,e fl. A direct computation proves the following: 
5.2. PROPOSITION. For any smooth curve 'II wilh generator the l'ecror held 
X, = (d'l:ldt) " "1,- J. Q possible Lagrangian vector fieldIor the degenerate Lagrangian 
L('1. g; X (> '1. h) = 1-(g. h + Lxg) is given by the equations 
og,lot = k, - Lx,g" 
ok,/ot = S,,(k,) - 2 Ric(g,) - Lx,k,. 
There is a natural action of the group !i on [/ x .If given by 
ct».:!? x .If -!II x .11 
«(. g) - ('10 ,. ('1- I )"g). 
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This action leads to a natural symmetry and consequent conservation laws for 
our system. 
5.3. PROPOSITION. LeI CI>~:9 x .I( ..... f} x .II be as above with tangem acrlon 
TCI>,,: T(ri x • .H) ..... T(!J' x .II). Then L 0 T~" = L/or each n e!!} and cS(1c - g(Tr Ie») 
® Il, (® = tensor product) is Q constant o/the motion. 
We remark that the standard conservation theorems (cr. [11]. [13)). used to 
prove this proposition. have to be modified to take into account the degeneracy 
of r. The infinite dimensionality of the symmetry group leads to a differential 
rather than an integral identity; see [12] for details. 
The Lie derivative terms that appear in 5.2 have a natural geometric interpreta-
tion related to changing from space to body coordinates in a manner similar to that 
of the rigid body and hydrodynamics (cr. Marsden-Abraham [13] and Ebin-
Marsden (9]). More specifically we consider the manifold M to be the body. and 
the flow", of the shift vector field X, as being a rotation of M. We then make the 
convention that an observer is in body coordinates if he is on the manifold. and is in 
SpO('(' ('O(}rdinate.'i ir he is off the manifold. 
Now let g, be a time-dependent metric field on M. We assume that the field is 
rigidly altached to M as it moves so that we set " .., Bbody' An observer in body 
coordinates then finds (Cgbod/Ot) = kbody as the "velocity" ofthe metric. An observer 
in space coordinates sees the metric field gbod, as it is dragged past him by the mov-
ing manifold; he sees the metric field g,P'" = (",- I)·gbodt and computes 
(1) og'Plulet = k.p ••• - Lxg.p •••• 
(2) ilk,p ... /or = S,.p •• ..{k.p•c.) - 2 Ric(g'Plcc) - L"k.p .... 
where Ie,pot. = (,,; I)·kbod,. But (1) and (2) are just the evolution equations (with 
N, = I). 
Finally. we remark that the Hessian term in the evolution equations can be 
accounted for by introducing the general relativistic time translation group 
oF = C-"(M; R) and defining an extended Lagrangian on 9" )( f) x ..II. The 
pointwise conservation of the Hamiltonian is closely related to the invariance of 
the Lagrangian under the action of the group or general relativistic time transla-
tions 9". Moreover. as with the shift vector field, there is associated with an arbitrary 
lapse runction and a solution or the evolution equations with N = 1 and with 
given Cauchy data. a proper time function t and an intrinsic shift vector field Y. 
From the integration or Y. together with t, we determine from the solution for 
N = 1 the solution with the arbitrary lapse runction and with the same Cauchy 
data See [12J for a detailed analysis or these topics. 
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